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WITH 
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This report covers model tests of the MK i3-i Torpedo without 
shroud ring tail, conducted at the Hydraulic Machinery Laboratory 
of the California Institute of Technology . The2e tests were made 
at the request of Dr. E . H . Colpitts ~ Chief of Section 6 . -i , 
National Defense Research Committee , in a letter dated October 8, 
i943, and were for the purpose of determining the performance of 
the torpedo with seven different types of nose design . 
Report, Section No 6 . i - sr207-936 , "dated November 9 , i943 , 
covers tests of this torpedo with the standard MK i3 - i torpedo 
nose . This supplemental report describes the performance of the 
torpedo fitted with the following noses : 
Laboratory Designation 
No .. i 
No . i3 
No . iS 
No . i6 
No . 27 
No . 33 
DESCRIPTION OF PROJECTILE 
Type of Nose 
Hemisphere 
Half body 
2 . 5 i Ellipsoid 
i.S i Ellipsoid 
2 . 0 caliber x 65-i/2° spherogive 
MK i3 Torpedo (0 . 46 caliber 
s phe rica 1 t i p with taper i 8 4 5 
calibers long) 
MK i4 and MK iS Torpedo 
In these tests a constant overall length, corresponding to 
that of the MK i3 Torpedo, was maintained regardless of the type 
of nose used. Following are the dimensions of the prototype : 
Diameter 22 . 42 inches 
Length overall i6i . OO inches 
Distance from nose to C G 73 82 inches 
fi'he model is 2"• in diameter , which gives a model scale of i . ii.2i. · 
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OUTLINE DRAWI~GS OF TORPEDO AND NOSE DESIGNS 
'IOUM I 
Figure i ehowe an outline drawing of the torpedo fitted with 
the standard MK i~ nose. This figure also shows the comparative 
dimensions of the other six nose designs tested. 
The eo-called "halfbody" nose is a special calculated profile 
baaed upon .the halfbody resulting from the combination of a source 
in a rectilinear flow. The nose profile is formed by joininq this 
mathematical curve to the cylinder with a transition curve that 
gives continuity of the slope and curvature. It will be noted 
that this profile is simildr to a 2.5 : i ellipsoid, although it 
has a somewhat more blunt tip. The standard MK i4 and MK iS 
Torpedo nose is also a calculated profile approximating a i .2 
caliber ogive combined with a slightly tapering section joining 
the body. All of the other nose des1gns are standard geometrical 
shapes as indicated. 
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PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS 
~ONFIDENTIAL 
Figures 2 and 3 show the coefficient curve's for dragJ li ·ft. 
and moment varying from 0° to i2° pitch angleJ with all rudders 
neutral. It is seen that the lift for the seven noses is fairly 
uniform and the same is true of the drag except that the halfbody 
nose shows a distinct decrease in drag with increasing pitch. 
This amounts to a reduction of about ~0% below the average of the 
other six noses at 8° pitch. It is not reasonable for the drag 
to decrease with an increasing yaw angle. However. as the cause 
of this erratic performance has not yet been determined. no mere 
reliable data are available. The moment coefficient curves for 
the seven noses. all of which show destabilizing moments. also 
show a gradual divergence Teaching a maximum difference at 9° 
pitch. At this point the hemispherical nose (No. i) has a moment 
coefficient i8% greater than that of the 2.5 : i ellipsoidal 
nose (No. iS). with the others falling between these two. The 
standard MK i~ nose (No. 30A) has a moment coefficient curve 
agreeing quite c l osely with that of the 2.5 : i ellipsoidal nose. 
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Figures 4 and 5 show the coefficient curves for drag , lift 
and moment varying from -i2° to +i2° pitch angle , with horizontal 
rudders set i0° up It is seen , as with rudders neutral , there is 
quite closP agreement between the various nose desig n s for the 
drag and lift As would be exp.ected _, the halfbody nose also shows 
the lowest drag with this rudder setting 
All of these curves indicate that the seven types of nose 
have very little effect on the characteris t ics of t he t orpe d o when 
it is operating on a steady run 
CON TROL ANGLE 
F1gure 5 also indicates the control angle* for the various 
noses with i0° up setting of the horizontal rudders In all cases 
there is a destabilizing moment for all positive pitch angles up 
to +i2° (nose up) The amount of this destabilizing moment does 
not vary greatly for the d1fferent nose designs With negative 
pitch angles (nose down) there results a stabilizing moment Wlth 
all noses from 0° to -6° pitch Between approximately - 6° and 
i2° the hemispher1cal nose (No i) g1ves a destabilizing momeht 
with a slight similiar effect for the MK i4 and MK iS nose (No 33) 
in the region of -7° to -9° pitch All of the other noses give a 
· stabilizing moment from 0° to -i2° pitch With i0° up rudder and 
0° pitch an average moment coefficien t of 0 047 results , which is 
about equal to.75% of the maximum destabilizing moment coefficient 
(occurring at ~i0° pitch) with nGutral rudders (This moment is 
known as the rudder effec~ for i0° rudder) 
VELOC ITY AND DRAG 
Teste were made on the torpedo model to determine the vari -
ation of drai with· .Reynolds number To obtain this relationship 
the drag was measured fQr water velocities in the tunnel ranging 
from iO to 60 feet per second The Reynolds number J R is dis -
cussed 1n the Appendix 
Figure 6 gives the observed values of the drag coefficient 
corresponding to the calculated Reynolds numbers 
Inasmuch as the maximum water velocity in the tunnel gives a 
Reynolds number about one -tenth that of the prototype it is 
·necessary to extrapolate the observed drag coefficient vs Reynolds 
number curves of the model to the values of Reynold s number cor -
responding to prototype speed in order tc obtain the drag coef -
ficient for the prototype In the procedure followed , the ~ b ­
served values were plotted on log -log paper and straight lines 
drawn to represent as nearly as possible the trend shown by the 
points ~hese straight lines were then extended to the prototype 
Reyno l ds number as shown in Figure 7 The extended curves in 
* See Ap p endix f o r definition 
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Figure 7, indicate that the drag coefficient for all nose s w~ll 
lie between the approximate limits of 0.07 and 0.085 at the prot o-
type speeds of 33.5 and 40.5 knots. These values show much less 
spread than do those meas~red on the models and seem to indicate 
that effe ct of the nose on the drag is small. It seems prope r t o 
assume from these tests that the drag coeffici e nt for the pr oto-
type will be of the order of 0 . 08 and that it will vary n ot mo re 
than plus or minus iO% for t h e seven nose designs tested. On the 
basis of this method of e xtrapolation, it appears that n o materia l 
change in drag will result from the use of the differ en t n o s e 
types. 
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CAV I TAT I ON TESTS 
Tests were made to determine the point of incipient cavi -
tation for the various noses and also the variation in the cavi -
tation parameter (K) with changes in yaw angle Photographs were 
taken to show the cavitation effects at various values of K for 
all noses 
The values of the cavitation parameter . K* • for incipient 
cavitation are as follows : 
Nose No i 
Nose No 30A 
Nose No 33 
Nose No i3 
Nose No 27 
Nose No i6 
Nose No iS 
Hemisphere 
MK 13 Spherical Tip 
MK i4 and MK iS Torpedo 
Ha lfbody 
2 0 caliber x 65 i/2° 
spherogive 
i 5 i Ellipsoid 
2 5 i Ellipsoid 
K 0 75 
K 0 67· 
K 0.43 
K 0 . 39 
K 0 39 
K o . 54 
K = 0 . 31 
Some of the values of K shown above may differ slightly from those 
included in previous reports due to more exact laboratory tech-
nique . more accurate models , etc 
Figures 9 and iO show photographs of the model . in the tunnel , 
fitted with the various noses under conditions of velocity and 
pressure representing values of K from 0 7i to O. li . It is evi -
dent from these photographs that there is a wide variation in the 
cavitation effect produced by the diffe+ent noses for the same 
values of K. or. in other words , for the same velocity and sub -
mergence 
CAV IT AT I ON AND YAW 
The angle of y"aw or pitch ; of a projectile has a dec1ded 
effect on the value of Kat which incipient cavitation is observed 
Careful observations of the beginning of cavitation were made for 
yaw angles from 0° to i0° These results are plotted in Figure 8 
and it is seen that a i0° yaw angle will increa$e the value of K 
between 22% and 70%, depending on the.type of nose The halfbody 
nose (No i3) shows the greatest percentage of i ncrease in K with 
increase in yaw . and the i . S : i ellipsoidal nose (No i6) shows 
the least This increase in the value of K with increasing yaw 
angle means that if . at a given velocity and submergence the pro-
jectile comes very close to cavitating at zero yaw ~ there must be 
a decided increase in submergence with yaw if cavitation is to be 
avoided 
* See Appendix for definition of K 
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In Figure 8 are included scales showing the submergence 
required to avoid cavitation at various yaw angles and speeds. 
This chart shows that at a speed of 40 knotsJ several of the noses 
will not cavitate at zero submergence if the yaw angles do not 
exceed those shown below: 
Nose No. iS ( 2. s : i Ellipsoid) i0°+ 
Nose No. 33 (MK i4 and MK iS Torpedo) 40 
Nose No. 27 (2 .0 caliber X 65-i / 2° Spherogive) 40 
Nose No. u (Ha 1 fbody) 2.S 0 
For the other noses the submergence required to avoid cavitation 
ot 40 knots a·nd z.ero yaw is as follows: 
Nose No. i6 (i.S : i Ellipsoid) 
Nose No. i (Hemisphere) 
Nose No. 30A (MK i3 Spherical Tip) 
S feet 
20 feet 
i3 feet 
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(a} 
K = Q62 
( b} 
K = 0.54 
( c } 
K :r 0,31 
(g) 
K:: 0,42 
( h) 
K • 0,33 
( i ) 
K I 027 
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NOSE 30A- MK I~ HEMIS'PHERE 
INCIPIENT CAVITATION K • 0.67 
NOSE 16- I,S: I ELLIPSOID 
INCIPIENT CAVITATION K•Q54 
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NOSE lA - HEMISPHERE 
INCIPIENT CAVITATION K • 0.7S 
NOSE 33 • MK 14- IS STANDARD 
INCIPIENT CAVITATION K • 0.43 
CAVITATION PHOTOGRAPHS 
FIGURE 9 
(d) 
K = 0,71 
( e ) 
K = 0.35 
lf) 
K = 0.27 
( j ) 
K :0,32 
( k ) 
K : 0,26 
( I ) 
K : 0.21 
( 0 ) 
K : 0.3'3 
(b) 
K : 0.27 
( c) 
K I 0.21 
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( d) 
K = 0.31 
( e ) 
K : 0.26 
( t ) 
I( • 0.22 
NOSE 13 - HAL.FBODY 
INCIPIENT CAVITATION K• 0.39 
NOSE 27- 'liJ )( ~,I_, 0 SPHEROGIV E 
INCIPIENT CAVITATI'bN K • 0,39 
(g) 
K • 0.26 
( h ) 
K • 0.25 
{ i ) 
K : 0,21 
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INCIPIENT CAVITATION K • 0.31 
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CONCLUSIONS 
With neutral rudders and for pitch angles up to i0° J the lift 
coefficient . for a given nose , does not vary more than plus or 
minus S% from the average of the seven noses tested 
The hemispherical nose (No , i) has the highest destabilizing 
moment coefficient with neutral rudders J and the 2 , S : i ellipsoid 
(No iS) the lowest J being about iS% lower than No , i for a wide 
range of pitch angles 
With the horizontal rudders set i0° up , the seven noses have 
practically the same lift coefficient 
Settinq the horiiontal rudders i0° up results in a stabil -
izing moment coefficient with all noses up to - :!.2° pitch anqle 
with the exception of the hemispherical nose which becomes un --
stable for pitch angles between -6° and --:1.2° At - 8° pitch the 
stabilizing moment coefficient for all noses , exceptinq the hemis -
pherical . varies between zero and approximate.ly 0 . 0:1. 
Drag coefficients for the prototype determined by extrapo -
lation of the model results to prototype speed , indicate that the 
drag is about the same for all of the seven nose shapes These 
results indicate that the drag coefficient for the prototype Qt 
33.5 and 40 5 knots will be of the order of 0 08 with the values 
for all noses falling within plus or minus :!.0% of that value 
The greatest variation in the performance of the seven noses 
is in regard to the submergence required to avoid cavitation At 
zero yaw and 40 knots speed , the MK :!.3 (No 30A) and hemispherical 
(No i) noses require about :!.3 feet and 20 feet aubmergence J 
respectively . to avoid cavitation , the i 5 i ellipsoid (No i6) 
requires 5 feet ; and all of the others will not cavitate at this 
speed even with zero submergence There is a decided increase in 
submergence required to avoid · cavitation with increasing yaw 
angles , To avoid cavitation at a speed of 40 knots the submer-
gence at 6° yaw must be increased over that at zero yaw as fol -
lows : 85% for the hemispherical nose (No i) , 70% for the MK :1.3 
nose (No ~OA) J and 80% for the i 5 i ellipsoidal nose (No i6) 
At a speed of 40 knots the 2 S ' i ellipsoid (No . iS) will not 
cavitate at zero submergence with yaw angles somewhat over i0° 
At zero submergence and·' 40 knots speed there will be no cavitation 
until the yaw exceeds the following values for the other noses : 
MK :1.4 and MK iS (No 33) 4° , ·Spherog.ive (No 27) 4° J and halfbody 
(No i3) 2 . '5° 
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APPENDIX 
DEFINITIONS 
YAW ANGLEJ .p 
The angleJ in a horizt3ntal planeJ which the ·axis of the pro-
jectile makes with the dir~ction of motion. Looking down on the 
projectile) yaw angles in a clockwise direction are positive (+) 
and in a counterclockwise directionJ negative (-). 
PITCH ANGLE, a 
The angle J in a vertical planeJ which the axis of the pro-
jectile makes with the d1rection of motion " Pitch angles are 
p~itive (+) when the nose is up and negative (-) when the nose 
is down 
L IFT, L 
The force J in poundsJ exerted on the projectile normal to 
the direction of motion and in a vertical plane. The lift is 
positive (+) when acting upward and negative (-) when acting 
downward . 
CROSS FORCE, C 
The force J in pounds J exerted on the projectile normal to the 
direction of motion and in a horizontal plane The cross force is 
posit i ye when acting in the same direction as the displacement of 
the proJectile nose for a positive yaw angleJ i . e . ; to an observer 
facing In the direction of travel J a positive cross force acts to 
the right 
DRAG, D 
The forqe ; i~ pounds J 
the direction of motion 
direction opposite to the 
MOMENT, M 
exerted on the projectile parallel with 
The drag is positive when acting in a 
direction of motion 
The torque J in foot pounds) tending to rotate the projectile 
about a transverse axis Yawing moments tending to rotate the 
~roJectile in a .clockwise direction (when looking down on the pro-
JeCtile) are positive (+) J and those ~ending to cause counter-
clockwise rotation are negative (-) . Pitching moments tending to 
rotate the projectile In a clockwise direction (when looking at 
the projectile from the port side) are positive (+)J and those 
tending to cause counterclockwise rotation are negative (-). 
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In accordance with this sign convention a moment has a de-
stabilizing effect when it has the same sign as the yaw angle or 
the opposite sign of the pitch angle 
In all model tests the moment is measured about the point of 
support Moments about the center of gravity of the projectile 
have the symbol . M 
'. cg 
NORMAL COMPONE~T 1 N 
The sum of the components of the drag and cross force acting 
normal to the axis of the projectile . The value of the normal 
component 1s given by the following: 
N = D sin ~ + C cos ~ ( i) 
in WhiCh 
N Normal component In lbs 
D Drag in lbs 
C = Cross force in lbs 
~ = Yaw angle in degrees 
CENTER OF PRESSURE, CP 
The point in the axis of the projectile at which the resul-
tant of all forces acting on the :p.rojectile is 'applied . 
CENTER-OF-PRESSURE ECCENTR !CITY, e 
The d1stance between the center of pressure (CP) and the 
center of gravity (CG) expressed as a decimal fraction of the 
length (1) of the proJeCtile The center - of-pressure eccentricity 
is derived as follows ; 
in which 
e 
1 
leg 
lcp 
CONFIDENT IAL 
e i 
1 
i 
1 
Center - of--pressure eccentric1ty 
Length of projectile in feet 
D1stance from nose of proJectile 
Distance from nose of prOJeCtile 
( 2) 
to CG In feet 
to CP ,in feet 
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COEFFICIENTS 
The three force and moment coefficients used are der1ved as 
follows: 
in 
D 
p v2 AD 
-
(3) Drag coefficient) 
2 
Cross force coefficient) Cc c 
p v2 AD -2 
( 4) 
Moment coefficient)· · M ( 5) 
p 
v2 
2 
ADl 
which 
D Measured drag force in lbs 
c Measured cross force in lbs 
p Density of the fluid in slugs/cu ft = w/g 
w Specific weight of the fluid in lbs/cu ft 
g Acceleration of gravity in ft/sec 2 
AD= Area in sq ft at the m~ximum cross section of the pro-
Jectile taken normal to the geometric axis of the pro-
jectile 
V Mean relative velocity between the water and the pro-
jectile in ft/sec 
!1 Moment) in foot-poundsJ meas ured about any particular 
point on the geometric axis of the projectile 
1 = Overall length of the projectile in feet 
CONTROL ANGLE 
In considering the effect of rudders on static stability) 
either in yaw or pitch J the term "control ang:le" is used to denote 
the yaw below which a given rudder setting with opposite sign to 
the yaw will tend to return the projectile to zero yaw J and above 
which the yaw will further increase The control angle 1s· useful 
for indicating the effect1veness of rudders and for comparing the 
static stability of different projectiles with equal rudder 
settings. 
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RUDDER EFFECT 
The total tncrease or decrease tn moment coeff1c1ent , at a 
gtven yaw or pit~h angle . resulting from a given rudder setting 
This increase or decrease tn moment coefftctent ts measured from 
the moment coefftctent curve for neutral rudder setting 
REYNOLDS NUMBER 
In 
inert1a 
utility 
comparing hydraulic systems involvtng only frict1on and 
forces . a factor called Reynolds number 1s of great 
This 1s defined as follows. 
R lV (6) 
v 
in whtch 
R Reynolds number 
1 Overall length of projectile ; feet 
V = Veloctty of proJectile feet per sec 
v Kinematic v1scosity of the fluid sq ft per sec = ~/p 
p Mass dena1ty of the fluid 1n slugs per cu ft 
~ = Absolute vtscosity in pound- seconds per sq ft 
Two geometrically simtlar systems are also dynamtcally sim1 
lar when they have the same value of Reynolds number For the 
same fluid tn both casss a model w1th small l1near dimenetone 
must be used with correspondingly large veloc1tiea It 1s also 
possible to compare two cases w1th w1dely d1ffer1ng flu1ds pro-
vi~ed 1 and V are properly cho~en to give the same value of R 
CAVITAT ON PARAMETER 
In the analysis of cavitatton phenomena , the cavttation 
parameter has been found very useful This 1s deftned as follows: 
K. = _P.:::L __ P7B-
y2 
2 
(7) 
p 
in which 
K Cavttat i on parameter 
P 1 = Absolute pressure in the undisturbed liqu1d . lbs/sq ft 
P8= Vapor pressure corresponding to the water temperature , 
lbs/sq ft 
V Velocity of the projectile ft/sec 
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.P mass density of the fluid in s_lugs per cu ft w/g 
w weight of the fluid in lbs per cu ft 
g acceleration of gravity 
No te that any homogeneous·set of units can be used in the compu-
tation of this parameter. ThusJ it is o ft e n convenient to express 
this parameter in terms of the headJ i .e. J 
where 
K ( 8) 
~I Submergence plus the barometric head . ft of water 
hB Pressure in the bubbleJ ft of water 
It will be seen that the numerator of both ~xpressions is simply 
the net pressure acting to collapse the cavity or bubble The 
denominator is the velocity pressure Since the entire variation 
in pressure around the moving body is a result of!. the velocity J it 
may be con~idered that the velocity head is a measure of the pres-
sure available to open up a cavitation void From this point of 
viewJ the cavitation parameter is simply the ratio of the pressure 
available to collapse the bubble to the pressure available to open 
it If the K for incipient cavitation is considered) it can be 
interpreted to mean the maximum reduction in pressure on the sur-
face of the body measured in terms of the velocity head . ThusJ 
if a body starts to cavitate at the cavitation parameter of oneJ 
it means that the lowest pressure at any point on the body is one 
velocity head below that of the undisturbed fluid. 
The shape and size of the cavitation bubbles for a specific 
projectile are functions of the cavitation par~~eter. If PB is 
taken to represent the gas pressure within the bubble instead of 
the vapor pressure of the waterJ as i~ normal investigations) the 
value of K obtained by the above formula will be applicable to an 
air bubble. In other wordsJ the behavior of the bubble will be 
the same whether the bubble is d ue to cavitation) the injection of 
exhaust gasJ or the entrainment of air at the time of launching . 
The following chart gives values of the cavitation parameter 
as a function of velocity and submergence in sea water. 
GENERAL OiSCU~SION OF ~TATIC STABILITY 
Water tunnel tests are made under steady flow conditions) 
consequently the results only indicate the tendency of the steady 
state hydrodynamic couples and forces to cause the projectile to 
return to or move away from 1ts equilibr1um position after a 
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disturbance Dynamic couples and forces including either positive 
or negative damping are not obtained If the hydrodynamic moments 
are restoring the projectile , then it is said to be statically· 
stable , if nonrestoring statically unstable In the discussion 
of static stability the actual motion following a perturbation is 
not considered at a+l In fact , the projectile may oscillate con-
tinuously about an equilibrium pos1tion w1thout remaining in it 
In this case it would be statically stable but would have zero 
damping and hence . be dynamically unstable With negative damping 
a projectile would osc1llate w1th continually increas1ng applitude 
following an initial perturbation even though it were statically 
stable Equi~ibrium is obtained if the sum of the hydrodynamic, 
buoyant and propulsive moments equal zero In general, propul-
sive thrusts act through the center of gravity of the projectile 
so only the first two 1tems are important 
If a projectile is rotat1ng from its equilibrium position eo 
as to increase its yaw angle positively , the moment coefficient 
must increase negative 'ly (accord1ng to the sign convention adop-
ted) in order that it be stat1cally stabla Therefore for pro-
jectiles without controls or with' flxed control surfaces , a nega -
tive . elope of the curve of moment coefficient ve yaw gives static 
stability and a poeit1ve elope giv~e 1netability For a pro-
jectile without controls static stability is necessary ~or a 
successful flight unless etabil1ty is obtained by spinning as i n 
the case of rifle shells For a proJectile with controls , stabil-
izing moments can be obtained by adjusting the control surfaces, 
and th~ slope of the moment coeffibient J as obtained with fixe d 
rudder position need not give static stability Where buoyanc y 
~ither acts at t~e center of gravi~y oi can be neglected , equil-
ibrlum is obtained when the hydrodynamic moment coefficient equals 
zero For symmetrical projectiles this occurs at zero yaw angle , 
i e when the projectile axis is parallel to the trajectory For 
nonsymmet rical projectiles , such as a torpedo when the rudders are 
not neutral , the moment is not zero at zero yaw but vanishes at 
some def1nite angle of attack Where buoyancy cannot be neglected 
equilibrium is obtained when CM -CBuoyancy and the axis of the 
proJectile 1s at some angle w1th the trajectory 
For symmetrical project1les the degree of stability or in-
stability can be obtained from the c'enter- of pressure curves If 
the center of pressure falls beh1nd the center of gravity , a re-
storing moment exists giving static stabil1ty · If the center of 
pressure falls ahead of the center.of gravity the moment is non-
restoring , and the projectile will be st~t - ~l ly unstable The 
degree of stabil1ty or 1nstability is i nd icated approximately by 
the distance between the center of grav1ty and the center of 
pressure In general for nonsymmetrical projectiles the cross 
force or 11ft 1s not zero when the moment vanishes so that the 
center of pressure curve is not symmetrical and the s1mple rules 
just stated cannot be used to determine whether or not the pro-
jectile will be stable In·such cases careful 1nterpretation of 
the moment curves is a more satisfactory method of determining 
stability relat1onship 
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